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MODESTY IS AN EXCELLENT Forks to Reno, was made by hitch
trait, but like many other good hiking. The cost was nearly nin
things, it •may be overdone. There teen dllar"
o s.
are those who rush into the pape1'8
·
ED FRO....
without reason or THE mKER START
p r o v O cat lo n, Grand Forks on June 7, 1933, about
merely for th e 6 A. M,, and that day he got as far
pleasure of seeing as Bismarck, going by way of Mltheir names in not. Not a bad start! The next
print. But there day was a relay affair, one part of
are others who re- which was in the car of a Baptist
ally have some- missionary who imparted much of
thing to say who the lore of the western plains to
detract from the his guest. An item about rattleforce of their ob- snakes ls interesting. The mlsslonservatlons by ask- ary told his friend that in the early
ing that their days out west the settlers made a
names be with- practice of driving their hogs be-:
held. The story fore them when they were travel
of a personal ex- ing, as the hogs would eat the rat
perlence usually tlesnakes which infested the coun
gains Interest if try,
*
D avl es
the reader knows
who is telling the story, or about THE RIDE FROM DICKINSO
:whom it ls being told. Thus, the to Beach is described as one of th
story of a hitch-hiking trip to most interesting on the entire trip
Reno Nevada which is outlined because of the unusual natural fea
be!oV:, would 'have been more In- tures and the stories told of e~1!i
teresting to many readers if they day experiences there. The
knew the identity of the person Lands section was found lmpreswho made the trip However he slve, with its variety of form and
makes a special r~quest that' his wealth of color, and the remai~s
name be withheld and I must re- of the establishment of Marquis
spect his wish, '
de Mores prompted the following
paragraph:
*
I MUST REFER TO THE MAN "THE MARQUIS
HAD
ner in which this story has been planned to do a big business in
prepared, Tb.e account is written meat-packing by having the cattle
somewhat in diary form on loose- killed where they had Uved and
leaf letter size paper, and comes then shipping the cured and canned
in a binder of a suitable size. A meat east. But the marquis could
well-drawn map of the route cover- not have been a good business man.
ed occupies one page, and there are He soon lost all that he had inseveral photogr~phic illustrations vested. The ranchers sold cattle
of scenes, particularly toward the to him in the day time and drove
end of. the journey. Such a record. the same cattle away at night, only
will be invaluable years hence, both to sell them back once more the
for the memories which it will next day."
bring to the writer and as an heirloom for members of his family. THE WRITER HAD BEEN
Most of us lose a great deal of the told that eastern Montana is dry
value which might be derived from and drab looking, but his trip was
journeys, long or short, which we made in the early summer, not
take, by neglecting to make a rec- long after the snow had melted,
ord of scenes and occurrences by and the land was green, with vast
the way.
herds of cattle and wild horses with
flowing manes visible from the
IN LOOKING OVER THIS REC- highway. "An eastern cow," says
I ord I fin4 in it nothing sensational, the diary', "if put in the Montana
nothing especially unusual. It ls hills and left there in winter, would
simply a day-by-day record of the starve to death because it does not
experiences and impressions of the know the technlc of a western
traveler, but I have found it in- cow, which paws through the snow
tensely interesting. Here 1a the to get at the dried grass,"
writer's introduction:
*
BEFORE LEAVING GRAND
"PREVIOUS TO MAKING THIS Forks the traveler had provided
trip I can only remember being in himself with a pup tent, in which
two states of the Union, These two he had expected to sleep. He tried
states were North Dakota and lt on the first night in Montana,
Minnesota. (I did travel east on a but awoke in the early morning altrip which took me across the most frozen, Thereafter he slept
ocean when I was a very small in tourist camps and used the tent
child, but it brings me no recollec- for a blanket.
tions.) Now · I have been in eight
states, including North Dakota, THIS wn.L 'SJU ENOUG~. OF
Minnesota, Montana, Idaho, Wash- the hitch-hiking diary for tbllay.
ington, Oregon, Califo1'1lia and Ne- Further selections will be made la.:vada. Ky journey, from Grand ter
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EVERYONE SEEMED. TO EN- reduced the distance by that much.
· y the screen play "Little Wom- No. 2 makes its round, covering
JO
·
.
the shorter distance. That ends
en." Those who read the boolf fifty round No. 1. Calculate each round
years ago, and have reread it at in the same way. At the end of
intervals since, the 20th round, - for instance, No.
seemed to find in 1. will have traveled considerably
it the true flavor farther than No. 2.
.of the original,
*
and those whose I NEVER THOUGHT OF THE
reading of it has subject in that connection before,
been more recent, but the shortening of the di tance
or who, perhaps, for the last machine must have
have never read made quite a difference in bonanza
it at all, respond- farming days when 30 or 40 binders
ed to the pathos worked together on the same field.
and humor which With 41 7-foot binders working in
Miss Alcott wove a string on a section of wheat the
into her great hu- first machine would make four
m a n document. miles on the first round, and the
Incidentally, it is last 2,240 feet less. There would
a play without a be the same difference of nearly
villain,
a gang- half a mile on each round, which
Davies
, ster, a prostitute would count mightily on a team
or a triangle. Yet, like its original, in a day's work. I never worked
even in this sophisticated age the with one of those big outfits, and
play is a best seller. Perhaps, after do~'t know what the practice was.
all, we are not quite as tough as Perhaps they alternated the teams,
we think we are.
placing each of the faster teams
* * *
in .the lead during certain periods.
MY FAVORITE OF THE ALcott stories is "Little Men."
The WHILE MES.SAGES ARE BEcritics, I believe, do not accord it ing received from Byrd, away
equal standing with "Little Wom- down south, and the public is inen," and it has not been as general- terested in the struggle which the
ly read. But "Little Men" was giv- explorer and his crew are making
: en me when I was a small boy, and to land their supplies and get them
I read it forward, and backward across the treacherous ice before
and sideways before I got a ehance the southern freezes their ship in,
at the other. For that reason it it ls interesting to recall that 25
occupies a special place in my years ago no human being had
memory and my affections.
ever reached· either pole. Peary
·
* ,t *
was then making preparations for
ALF EASTGATE OF LARI- the final dash which was to take
more writes:
him to the north pole. Captain
"My friend David T·u ft asked: me Bob Barltlett, whose voice has been
to wriU' you for the solution to the heard over the radio recently, was
following problem:
with him. Food and other supplies
"Two teams start to cut a field were being pushed north and stored
of grain, each with a binder of the in stations which were established
: same width. Will each cut the so that the final journey might. be
same amount, or will the head team shortened as much as possible. It
have a little more than the sec- was not until April 6, 1909, that the
ond ?"
pole was finally reached.

* *

* * *

* BE* A* PLOT TO
THIS MAY
get me tangled up in a mathematical maze. However, if there is a
catch in tt I shall be ··glad to learn
where it is, so that I may spring
it on somebody else. .
I should say that if the machines
make the same number of ro·u pds
each the first will cut more grain
than the second. It se.ems a little
clearer if one imagines the machtnes making their rounds separately instead of one trailling the
other. ~et No. 1 make _its round.
It has sliced off a strip, say 7 feet
wide, all around the field, and has

* * *

EXPLORATION BOTH NORTH
and south has been marked by ·
tragedy. Amundson, one of the
most resourceful of polar explorers,
had planned an expedition to the
north pole, but his plans were
thrown awry by Peary's success.
Quickly he changed his program
and set out for the south pole,
which he reached from his camp
situated near where Byrd estab-lished Little America. Scott arrived at the same point a month later, and he and his companions
died of cold and starvation on their
return trip.

I

E. J. TAYLOR, OF BISMARCK, the old days in Canada, althoug
who has been trying to learn the we never met, and for severa
whereabouts of the few surviving years after I had left that part o
members of the North Dakota con- the country he lived near Cayuga
stitutional c o n- some miles down the river fro
v en ti on, has Brantford, my home town. He r
heard from Rich- fers to the "Old Indian Line'' road
ard Bennett, who over which he drove many times
was one of the with horse and buggy between
representatives of Cayuga and Brantford, and wonof Grand Forks ders if that road is still in use and
county in that when and why it was built. I was
convention.
Mr. not familiar with that road, as it
Bennett is living was some miles on the opposite
in Great Falls, side of the river from my home,
Mont., where he but I assume that it was built in
has practiced law the ea:lY days as a means of tra~sf or many :years. portation ~etween the . reservation
He celebrated his a~d the city. In my b~e the In84th birthday o:a dians from the reservation usually
went to town by the road on the
the
4th
of
last
right bank of the river, but that
Davies .
December, and he road was probably built later as it
writes that in spite of his years he passed through some difficult' counis sound and in good physical con- try.
dition, with the exception of par* * *
Ual deafness.
LAST SUMMER I FOUND THAT
* * *
the river road with which I had
MR. BENNETT WRITES THAT been familiar had been abandoned
he arrived in Grand Fork~ April as the river had carried it away 1~
1~ 1878, and left because of . m spots, and instead a road has been
health in 1891. He was greatly in- cut through our little farm, followterested in the embryo state and ing the crest of the hill. ·
its possibilities, and left it with re*
gret. He has not kept in · touch THE PLAY "LITTLE WOMwith other members of the conven- en," thoroughly admirable and ention, but he writes of them as men joyable, presents one feature, a
of high type. During the conven- very common one, which never aption, he writes, there were some peals to me, namely, tbe exaggerlively debates and hot flashes, but ated close-up. It is generally unon the whole harmony prevailed, derstood that grease paint is used
and when the work was done not a by actors, that smears of various
whisper of disloyalty to the state kinds are used around the eyes,
was heard.
and that glycerine ls used to stim* *
ulate tears. The purpose of these
I HAVE A NOTE FROM 3. A. devices is to give an appeara'l!-ce
McIntosh, of Cavalier; enclosing a of naturaln~ss to so~ethmg which
clipping from a Canadian paper ~ould lack 1t otherwi~e. ~ow, havtelling of the decision of· the fam- mg achieved that illusion, ~hy
Uy of Sir Henry Dickens to publish shoul.d they destroy I~ by enlarging
the "Life of Our Lord ,, which the figures and exposing all the de' .
. tails? When I see one of those closeCharles Dicken.s wro.te for his chll- ups 80 vecy close I am reminded of
d~en, and ~hich, 1n accordance looking at my thumb through a,
with .the wish o! the auth?r~ h~s powerfu) magnifying glass, a procr~mained unpubllshed until . this ess in which all sense of proportime._ . Ref~rence to the fact was tion is lost, and which impresses
made 1n this column recently. 'rhe me as if not positively indecent
Canadian clipping says that an of- just a 'little bit off-color.
'
fer of $5,000 is said to have been
*
made for the book.
Sir . Henry THE Y. M. c. A. CHECKER
Dickens died last December as the club submits the following pr9lr
result of a street accident in Lon- lems:
don.
Black-8, 10, 13, 26, kings 29, 30,

* *

*

1

* *

* * *
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MR. M'INTOSH .SEEMS TO
have been a neighbor of mine iri

I

25, 21.

White-27, 23, 19, 18, 15, 16•
White to play and win.

STEPHEN C. FOSTER, WHO
died seventy years a.,go, closed his
brief life, a brolc:en and dissipated
man. He had: :achieved .unusual
fnJCcess, for dur- ·
Ing his ·own life. .
time the songs
which , he had
written were sung
around the world.
But, like many
others of brilliant
parts, he was unable to
trol
himself, and the
man who might
have continued to
win laurels for
himself, and to
enjoy for years
Davlea
the evidence of
l
his power to touch
human hearts and stir human einotlons closed his eyes in a New
York hospital, the vlctlm of his own
weakness and Irresolution, with .no
friend near to know of his .passing
or care con·c ernlng his fate.

• * *

FOSTER WAS PRIMARILY A
writer of music rather than of
words, but In his later work he
combined both functions, and we
are Indebted to him for both words
and music of some of the best
known and best loved of American
songs. Before his time there were
rio American popular songs worthy
of the name. Such as· there were
had usually the flavor . of' the barroom. Foster, a native of Pittsburgh, and who made only occasional· vfslts south, found in the negro m~lodies of the plantations
strains which he was able to weave
Into Imperishable form. In the life
ot the plantation he found touches
of gayety, sadness and longing
whtcJa he Interpreted in simple
words which quickly took the place
of the bizarre songs which they
succeedect. And in some mysterious way he (ouched a chord which
thrilled north and south alike, for
his songs speak a language which
knows neither section nor color,
but ls universaL

* * *

FOSTER'S BEST KNOWN AND
best loved song Is "Swanee River~"
Following it closely in popularity
are "My Old Kentucky Home," and
"Old Black Joe." He wrote scores
of songs, grave and gay. ot the
latter
group "O Susanna!" is
ctoubtless best known. "Swanee River" was ·· credited for aeveral years
to E. P. Christy, the· famous minstrel man. Foster sold him the
song and permitted it to be published under Christy's name.
In
later years the ·authorship of the
song became the subject of litigation.
.....

"" • *

THE . GROUNDHOG SAW HIS
shadow on Friday, and then for
some time he didn't see It. · That
must mean that during the next six
weeks we are~going to have a mixture of mild and severe weather,
and in that respect the next few
weeks will resemble· closely similar
perlod.s in most of the other years
that I have known. Who says that
the groundhog is not an infallible
prophet?

* * *'

GORDON SINCLAIR,
WHO
struck an unusual note in his
"Foot-Loose in India," 18.Elt year,· is
out with another book, "Cannibal
Quest," the material for which
was gathered in _Siam and the nearby archipelago. I haven't seen the
book, but a · review indicates that,
like Us predecessor, it presents the
author's impressions of distant and
unfamlliar parts of the world in a
breezy, sometimes slangy, but decidedly interesting manner.
Sinclair is a member of the staff of
the Toronto Star. He goes abroad,
as the bear went over the mountain, to see what he can see, and
tQ write· about it. He does not attempt to write history, ·p hilosophy
o~· ,oclolo.g y, ~t<. bet~~~n his l!.}les

r

one can find a good deal of all
three.
·

* * *

IN A BIT OF MUSICAL .G ossip in an eastern paper Julia Ward
Howe is credited with writing
"John Brown's Body." Mrs •. Howe
became famous as the author of
"The Battle Hymn of the Republic," -Which la sung .fa the tune of
"John Brown's Body." In some ot
the old publications the tune is described as a.n old plantation· melody.
I J;tave not been able to learn
whether Mrs. Howe's inspiring
song. popularized the music anj
led later to the adaptation of og
gerel lines to it, or whether the
doggerel had first been sung and
Mrs. Howe fitted her words to
muslo which had already become
popular. "John Brown's Body'' is
generally supposed to have been a
popular marching song in the union army during the civil war, but
I have heard veterans of that war
say that they seldom or never
· heard 1t until after the war.

MAXWELL ANDERSON'S
, play, "Mary of Scotland," has been
running in New York since Novem, ber 27 and is still going strong.
', Before the opening of this play
the former North
Dakota man had
already e s t a b lished himself as
a poet and dra...
matist, but his
n e w p 1 a y has
won for him fresh
laurels. The play
.h as passed the
stage of critical
c o m m e n t, and
it seems now to
:be taken for
granted by dra•
matic writers as
one of the firmly
established insti...
Davies
tutions of the
· 1·t as a
st age. Cr1·t·1cs a.re usmg
base from which to _ proceed in
their evaluation of other stage
productions. All of this must be
satisfactory to Mr. Anderson, as
it is gratifying to his friends.

1701, and that modern writershav
used it. The latter, however, hav
put the offensive word into
mouths of only their illiterat
characters. The ~agazine coes o
to say that this form survives as
provincialism along eastern Eng
land, from Yorkshire down , t
Kent, and In the Midlands an
some other sections, but it is use
only in the speech of the uncul
tured.

* * *

CURIOUSLY, THE D I GE S T
makes no mention of another and
better form of abbreviation which,
to my knowledge, was once cur~
rent in Yorkshire. One of my
esteemed grandsires was a Yorkshireman who brought to Canada
his Yorkshire accent and retained
most of it during a long life. And
I'm quite sure that Grand-dad
never said "ain't." As an abbreviation
,, for,. ''a""
4:~ not I?" he• said "amn't
I? which 1s good English and good
grammar, corresponding in form
to other contractions used by our
best speakers and writers. Neighbors who come from the same part
of England used the same form.

* * *

ONE WRITER _ REFERS TO
"Mary of Scotland" as evidence of
the trend away from the extreme
realism of the past few years and
toward the more imaginative field
of the costume drama and the romance of distant historical periods. For one, I am glad that there
is, such a trend. It shows that the
spirit which causes the child to
love fairy stories has not been
quite stifled by the sordid affairs of
every-day llfe, and that people still
love occasionally to wander in the
Forest of Arden and yield themselves for a moment to its beauty
and glamor.

* * *

SOMEONE WHO MUST HAVE
been sadly at a loss for a job has
been rewriting "David Copperfield"
The announcement says that the
revised version preserves the characters that "ring true," and has
given the characters a "liveli~r and
fresher setting." Why in thunder
can't the man write a book of his
own, and leave Dickens alone?

* * *

THE LITERARY DIGEST DE..
votes a column to an explanation
of why "ain't" is not good form.
Of course no person whom ,one
would wish to know says "ain't,"
but as between the obnoxious
"ain't I?" and· "aren't I?" which
tbe Digest properly denounces as
a barbarism of the worst kind the
odds are in favor .of "ain't!' It ls
at least possf~le to connect it up
with "am not" without doing violence to the grammatical number.

r

* * *

kN OTHER CONTRACTION
common among the same people .
was "willn't'' for "will not.'' That,
again, is a perfectly logical contraction of the original, and, while
it ls more of a mouthful, from. the
standpoint of accuracy it is to be
preferred to "won't,'' which is a
invention and distortion.

* * *

REV. DR. .J'. G. MOORE,
pioneer himself, has a high regar
for many of the men who were
conspicuous in the early history of
the state, and whose fjne qualities
were often overshadowed in publie estimation. by political conflict. He tells a story of Jud LaMoure, the elder, which is new
to me, although I have heard of
scores of other instances of LaMaure's unostentatious generosity.
In one section of Pembina county,
where almost a solid vote was cas
year af er year for LaMoure or th
candidates supported by him, Dr
Moctre asked a local resident to ex
plain the support given LaMoure
He got a reply .s omething like this

* * *

''I CAME HERE YEARS AG
and started :farming. I needed see
wheat, and I hadn't a dollar wit
which to buy it. I went to Jud La
Moure, a perfect stranger, an
told him of my need. He told m
that at a certain place he had
granary full of wheat. I was t
go there, take what , I needed
measure it up, keep track of it,
and pay him when I could. That's
just one case out of hundreds. Do
THE DI GEST SAYS THAT you think it strange that we are
"ain't" was used occasionally by all for Jud LaMoure?" And Dr.
writerR nf 'F.nP-lhih ,a ~ far back as Mo_o re said he didn't.

* * * ,

I

I

THE OTHER DAY THE NEW neys interrogating murderers like
York Times, staid and conservative Prexy questioning the young man
who broke the window on the night
newspaper though lt ls, published of the big football game."
a picture which may be Indicative
*
of a popular at- AN OLD
FRIEND
WHO
titude t o w a r d wishes to be known as "Teamster"
crime and crimin- baa been studying Alf Eastgate's
als, In the fore- problem of whether or not the secground of the pie- ond binder going around a field
ture is Dillinger, cuts as much as the first one.
bandit and kid- Witbout attempting a solution jn
naper, with his square feet or acres he draws on
arm resting on his own experience and writes as
the shoulder of follows:
Prosecuting At- "WHEN A BOY AT SCHOOL
torney Estill of we played 'Crack the Whip,' with
Lake county, In- the biggest boy at the head of the
diana, who hoped line and ranging in size down to
to send Dillinger the smallest, all holding hands.
to the electric Once you got hold there was no letchair for a mur- ting go and the game was to run
Davies
der committed in down the hill all together, but the
,i:ast Chicago. Mr. Estill has his I head boy ran a few steps and stopann around Dilinger. At one side ped, the boy next went a few more
stands Mrs. Lillian Hovey, woman than he and so on down the line,
sheriff of the cou~ty, apparently but when the little chap at the end
ra congenial member of the little stopped running he had made
party. The picture might be one of half circle, and generally turned
an affectionate family group rather few summersaults before it was al
than that of a desperate criminal over for him.
and two public officials.
*41
*
DOWN ON THE DALRYMPL
THE NEW YORK TIMES IS In 1880, we tried out the binde
not e>nly a great paper in the fig- problem, for it was no uncommon
urative sense, but it is a big paper sight to see two d,ozen binders in
physically, publishing many pages the same field: draw your own condaily, with many departments and clusions about the distance travelmany employes. It ls not strange ed by that last binder, One day
that occasionally there should be a after a rain they sent the whole
slip and that something should be I crew out, in lots of about twenty
published which is not in accord men, to stand up the down bundles.
with the policy of the management. The shockers got out first, didn't
Evidently the management has have to walk as far before starting,
sensed the fact that a slip has been and the teamsters and others were
made In the publication of this pie- behind from the beginning. It was
ture, as evidence the following the custom to send a boss out on
comment on the editoral page of horseback to ride along and superthe paper the next day:
intend the work, and that didn't set
lightly on a lot of hand raised, free
"TO BE SURE, THERE IS born farmer boys, In this case
such a thing conceivable as the two they didn't have enough foremen
Indiana officials looking at Dillin- to go around so they sent the carger and saying to themselves, penter out for that purpose. He
'There, but for the grace of God, was a lank, lean encyhaletic apgo the Sheriff and the district at- pearing chap that knew nothing of
torney of Lake county.' Or, on a the ritual except to swear, and he
lower plane, one can imagine the was long on that, end of it.
two representatives of Indiana law
* *
and order appreciative of what ''NOW we boys who were last to
Dillinger has done to give them get to work were not ambitious to
nation-wide fame.
Still, there catch up to the leaders and when
ought to be a limit somewhere,
they were at the end of the mile
"The tabloids have done much to we were more than twenty rods b
break down all snobbish barriers hind, so they played. crack the
between assassins and non-assas- whip with the gang, and I, on the
sins. Day after day public atten- inside was willing to let the real
tion ls Invited to Ruth and Judd shocker make the turn, but it was
with a fondness suggesting that some effort to let him come out
the two might be the national win- even at the end of the right angle
ners of the 4-H clubs' champion- of the second mile, The thing that
ship, Actually, Ruth and Judd amused us was the way the boss
combined to bash in the head of cussed those lazy rascals on the
Ruth's sleeping husband with a outside, who started first and then
sash-weight.
couldn't hold up their end of the
"Chiefs of police and prosecuting work. It is true that when w~ finofficers are not tabloid editors. Yet ished the men on the inside had
nothing is more common than to farther than the men on the outread about and see District Attor- side to reach that starting point.''

* *

* *

* *

* • *

*

DURING HIS LIFETIME H. L. nlte group, but beyond that the
Holmes, of Bathgate, was a fre- groups ntust be broken up. Thus,
four objects resolve themselves inquent visitor in Grand Forks and to two pairs, six into two groupa of
an active participant in the de- three each, nine Into three and
bates which were three and three, and so on. He was
carried on by firm in the belief that nobody can
old - timers who count by fours or sixes, three bemet from time to Ing the limit of capacity. As a try ·
time In the lobby to count the sparrows in a flock I
of the Hotel Da- am Inclined to think that there
cotah, Many of may be something In the theory.
those· discussions
took a philosophl- THE ISLAND OF NEWFOUNDcal turn, and at land has recently had Its form of
one of them the government changed. Until recentsubject of rein- ly governed by its own local pa.rcarnation was de- Uament and administrative officers,
bated vigorously the country became hopelessly inand with great volved financially and an appeal
p o s I t l v e n e s s. was sent to Great Britain for help.
There were those An agreement was reached under
Davies
present who held which the local parliament is abolthat after death the individual con- ished for the time being and the f
tinues his life, perhasp in the land assumes the status of a crown
same locality, and perhaps In great colony. Great Britain assumed
changed form. Holmes had no def- part of the indebtedness, and unti
inite convictions on the subject, further notice government will b
but said that he would like to be- by a commission made up of
lieve such a thing possible. He equal number of islanders and re
knew in exactly what form he resentatlves of the BriUsh governwould like to return. It would be, ment.
he said, as a sow-thistle. Asked to
explain himself he said that there THE NEWFOUNDLAND SITwere several people with whom he uation is Intensely interesting to
would like to get even, and if he Rev. Dr. J, G. Moore, who ls a nacould return to earth as a sow- tive of the island and who spent
thistle he could dis~rlbute himself his youth and early manhood there
around in such a way that those and as a missionary on the adjoinpersons would get what was com- Ing Labrador mainland, For some
Ing to them.
time Dr. Moore taught school near
his birthplace. Among his pupils
THERE IS A GOOD DEAL OF was one Johnny Puddister, a sandyinterest in watching the birds at a haired, freckled-faced youngster,
feeding shelf these winter days. full of mischief, and bright as a
Only sparrows patronize ours this dollar. When the list of new
weather, and while sparrows have commissioners was announced Dr.
their objectionable qualitles, they Moore recognized as one of them
provide the only bit of wild life his old pupil, John Puddister.
visible from the window just now,
and they are more than welcome ALONG THE LAB RAD OR
to a few scraps of food a day. They coast settlements are few and far
are pugnacious little rascals, and between. The radio has been a
when a dozen or more of them try Godsend to the inhabitants, for
to crowd onto a shelf about 6 by 10 through it they can keep in some
inches there are royal battles. How- sort of contact with the rest of
ever, I have noted no serious cas- the world. But ln the old days lltualtles.
tie settlements were cut off during
the winter from communication of
I HAVE SOMETIMES ENTER- every kind except when long jourWned myself by trying to count neys were undertaken with dog
the birds on the shelf and on the sleds. Shortage of food was no unground near by. Twenty or thirty common thing, and often provi:will be present at one time, and as slons had to be severely rationed
they are all ln motion it is quite for long periods. Dr. Moore tells
a trick to count them. ' I am re- of one meal of which he and three
minded of a psychological theory or four others partook where the
advanced by a hypnotist named San- only food was codfish, and not
tinelll, who made this territory much of that. Before the food was
many years ago, and who made served an old grizzled veteran at
The Herald editorial room a sort the head of the table said grace as
of unotflclal headquarters.
follows:
"We pray Thee, Lord, to make us
SANTINELLI INSISTE]) THAT
able
the human mind ls in~pable of To eat up all that'• 011 the table.
grasping anything beyond the
Amen."
number three. As he explained it, Any one of the group could have
one can conceive of one as a unit, performed the task without aaslsttwo u • pair, and three as a defl- ance.

* * *

*

*

*

*

* *

* * *

* * *

* * *

IN. AN ADVERTISING PAMPH- ing beats even t~ough they may be
let found on the porch-with the thinking of something else, a habit
porch door left open, as usual- which ·many of _them carry into
there is given a table of ideal off-stage. activities, as well as . mu- .
weights for men sic.
· .,.
and women of
· ,tc·,-..;/ *
. various heights. THAT REMINDED ME OF AN
The table' does incident many years ago duririg
not go beyond one of the visits of the Minneapolis
the heights · of 6 Symphony orchestra to Grand
feet 3 inches for Forks,' when Emil Ob~rhofer wieldmen and t h e ed the baton. The concert was in
weight given for the auditorium, the orchestra octhat height is 190 cupying raised seats on the stage.
pounds. Presuma- I had a seat in the balcony, where·
bly anything big- I had a perfect view of the stage.
ger than that is Away up near the top was the perimmoral or in cussion man with his drums, cymsome way repre- bals and other traps, including a
· hensible. That re- triangle. He was an. immense
minds me of an man, tall, broad-shoulderad, and as
Davies
old 8 t O r y of portly as either Speaker Reed or
Thomas B. Reed, the famous Grover Cleveland. During a long
speaker of the house of represen· passage .he rested, and in his attitatives along in the nineties. Reed tude there was utter weariness and
was a very large man, as was complete relaxation.
Grover Cleveland, who was presl* * *
dent at the time. A fellow mem- PRESENTLY HE SHOWED
ber said to Reed one day: ''Mr. signs of life. He sat erect in his
Speaker, you must weigh over three chair and flexed his enormous
hundred." "No sir,'' replied Reed muscles. "Now," I thought, "we
promptly, no gentleman weighs are going to have action."
He
over three hundred." The story got reached down and from the floor
to the ears of the president, who picked up the little poker with
is said to have been immensely which they hit the triangle.
He
tickled by it, although he tipped braced himself for the assault. I
the beam at considerably more sat tense and expectant. He hit
than three hundred.
the triangle one gentle tap, and it
* * *
gave 'forth a modest "ping.''
He
ABOUT LEAVING THE DOOR laid down · his weapon, and settled
open when that circular was de- back in his chair, relaxed, and ex.livered. I have an elegant way of hausted by his tremendous effort.
getting even. I won't buy a pound The mountain had labored ·and
of that company's breakfast food. brought forth just one "ping."
Maybe. that will hold them for a
* *
while.
.
WE HAVE DISCUSSIONS OF
* *
what's the matter with the schools,
I HAVE 3UST BEEN READ- and the church, and the newspa...
ing an article on the American pera, and the government, and sosymphony orchestra, by Winthrop ciety, and everything. The other
Sargent. It deals in an interesting night if I had been asked what I
, way with the make-up of the or.. thought was the matter with the
chestra, the functions of the vari- radio my vocabulary wouldn't have
, ous sections, and so forth. In a been equal to the task of telling it.
paragraph devoted to the percus- I had been listening to an address
sion instruments the author tells on an inspiring subject, delivered
of the supreme importance of tim- in faultless English and in perfect
ing with these instruments. The manner. The speaker had painted
artist at the cymbals, for instance, a picture that lived and breathed.
may have a long wait at the end of I was thrilled down to my toes. I
which he is to sound only a single wanted that thrill to last for a litnote, after which another long tie while. But as the spea}ter ;,
rest follows. He must count the closed another voice invited all and :,
beats during every rest and not de- sundry to buy whatever doodad
pend on C!,les, as an error in a sin- it was that the sponsors .of the
gle beat might ruin a whole per- program were advertising. , It was
. formance. The players, says the like hanging an advertising sign
writer, a~quire the habit of cou~t- around the ne.ck of a Madonna.

*

1

*

*

WHILm CHARLES DICKENS
WHAT I THOUGHT WAS A
remains one of the world's most rather clever touch in the program
came in the last few minutes in
popular authors, there are many which several of the Dickens charpersons who do considerable read• acters responded to an invitation
tng who
have t~ express their opinion of their
never read· one of creator. Scooge felt deeply indebthls books. There ed to Dickens for giying him a
are also those new outlook on life, but he wished
who have started some of the earlier parts of th
to read Dickens story might have been toned down
and have found· a little. Quilp was abusive and deft difficult to be- fiant, Mr. Pickwick affable . and
come interested urbane, and Sam Weller characln him. That is teristically droll, while Tiny Tim
not at all strange. wound up (lhe program approprl·
Styles change in ately with "God bless us every
literature as in one."
many other
things, and those
MY FRIEND ROWLAND OF
who have been the U. N. D. music department, bas
accustomed only lent me a copy of the Foster Hall
Davies
to the books of Bulletin, which is published by .a
this generation wlll find something society established in honor of
untamlllar ln Dickens, ln form as Stephen C. Foster and which colwell as ln subject matter That is lects all available material relat.
•
Ing to the life and work of the
true not only of Dickens, but of great American songster. The bulScott, Fielding, and the other great letin contains tnost Interesting
novelists of past
generations. material concerning both the perSometimes a little persistence is sonal history of Foster and the
songs which he wrote.
needed to acquire a taste for the
* * *
old masters, but that little persis- FOSTER'S O UT P UT WAS
tence ls rewarded by an immense much greater than may be supamount of satisfaction.
posed by those who know him only
*
through a. few of his more familiar
I HAVE NO DOUBT THAT rr J:3ongs. The bulletin contains a
was with excellent intentions that numbered list of 200 . aongs and
there was broadcast on Wednesday compositions known to have been
evening a Dickens "pageant," in written by Foster. Tha.e include,
honor of the 122nd anniversary of as well as the familiar southern
the author's birth, but I doubt melodies, numerous songs of more
greatly the popular appeal · of the conventional type, as well as a
presentation. The program con- variety of dance numbers and othsisted chiefly of the dramatization er Instrumental composltlon1.
of little bits from each of several
*
of the Dickens novels. There were FOSTER WAS TREMENDOUSthus presented the death of Bill ly popular In Great Britain, ' and
Sikes, a scene with Scrooge and his Mr. Rowland's mother has told him
nephew, another featuring Quilp, that William E. Gladstone's favorand Mr. Pickwick's interview with ite comic song was Foster's "CampMrs. Bardell's lawyers.
town Races." One does not often ·
* *
associate Britain's dignified · and
THE ENTIRE P R O GRAM austre premier with such frivolity.
lasted only half an hour, and if
*
*
several dramatic sketches ar~ to be IN
FOSTEB!S
".ANGELINA
packed into that. time, they must Baker there is ·a line about ..beatbe mere fragments. I imagine that ing on the old jaw bone'' which
whatever pleasure the old reader has mystified many. One L. B.
of Dickens would find in that pro.. Hand, of Harvey, Illinois, clears up
gram would be derived from his the mystery by explaining that the
recognition of familiar people, in- jawbone was at one time actuallly
cldents and lines rather than from used as a musical instrument. He
any particular value in . the dram• describes it as the entire lower
atization
itself.
And I can't jaw bone of a horse that has been
imagine the program having any exposed to the elements until all
appeal whatever to the person who the teeth are loose. When struck
has ·not yet become acquainted in time to the music it rattled.
with Dickens. I can imagine such This curious instrument is said to
a listener saying ''Dickens may be have been regularly used by negro
all right, but he doesn't seem so minstrels up to about the time of
hot to me.''
the Clvll war•.

* * *

* *

* *

*

*

j

; ------~----------------------I AM PERMITTED TO QUOTE son, a well-known Grand Forks
few paragraphs from a letter callst, Is known as Karen Olson
ust received from Mrs. A. G. she having chosen this name ln o
~onard by a Grand Forks friend. der to avoid confusion with other
Mrs. Leonard left Margaret Olsons, or Olsens, in the
Grand Forks ear- same musical group. A~in quotly in the winter ing Mrs. Leonard:
·
to make her home
with a brother in NOT LONG AGO I Lt]NCHED
a suburb of New with Vera ·K elsey and Karen 01York city, where son. Karen had just given her
she says the first public recital to a full house.
weather has been She had even ·made the dress she
so cold and the wore. It must have been a suesnow so deep as cess. Unfortunately I knew noth. to make travel Ing of it till afterward as neither
difficult. Howev- of the girls knew I was in town at
er, she has been the time. Karen plans to give at
able to spend least two other recitals this year
considrable time and make her debut next winter.
-in the city, and She is a lovelJ girl and a very
Davia
she ~rites as fol- hard worker, judging by her
lows of a play in which many s~hedule, an(\ ff she encounters no
Grand Forks people feel a sort of supremely bad luck should go far.
propriety interest:
· .*
* *
BOTH fi!lR TEACHER IN
"WE HAVE SEEN A FEW OF firamatics and - Mme. ~embrlch
the best tlllngs, 'Maey ot lcotJand,' think sh~ has quite a Ill of dra. first, of course. 'lo think that ou matio ab lity, and she fs working
U. N. D. Max Anderso~ after twen- quite a little along that UQ.e just
ty years of drudgery on newspa- now~ John Erskine has ~osen her
pers has perfected his art up to for the lead in his new, and as she
the point. or producing such a beau- says, horrid opera. I can w.ell betiful and perfect play! It was In- lleve. it Is horrid. -' The ·music ls,
deed thrilling to me, having known Karen says. difficult and not· suithim as a rather crude but able stu- ed to her voice, but I suppose she
dent.
.
had to do it for him. Two are
*
training for each of the" parts and
1 ''BEFORE THE
PLAY WAS she ls hoping she will not be choswritten, when he first thought of en for the public performance. ·
it, he met Helen Hayes on the train
* * *
on the way to Hollywood, talked, WE~ IT IS PLEASANT TO
it out with her· and eAked her to know that our Grand Forks people
do the part of Mary. Philip Meri- get along when they get away
vale does equally well In his part from home. It ls alway~ good to
of Bothwell. Helen Hayes is too enjoy their so·c iety while they are
)mall as the history books describe here with us, but when they step
Mary, neither is she beautiful, but out to take their places in the big
ihe is every Inch a queen. There world it gives us a thrilJ of pride
vere a number of very lntelllgent to see so many of them measuring
people present the day we attend- up with the best. More power to
ed and we had the opportunity of them.
· seeing how pleased Harry Emerson
*
1
Fosdick was as he sat not far from I HAVE OFTEN THOUGHT OF
us.
publishing a list of Grand Forks
people who have distinguished
· ''THE PLAY HAS BEEN PUB- themselves in business or profes, Iished and reads almost' as well as I sional life elsewhere. · It looks
· it acts, even better than 'Elizabeth, easy, but it isn't. There are mJJ,riY
: the Queen.' Isn't it interesting names ,vhich wlll occur at once to
. that in this jazz period in this almost everyone. But there are
. most sophisticated of modern cit- many former resia,ep.ts ot the city
ies, an historical play of Elizabeth.. who have moved away and who
an times should play to packed have been remarkably successful,
houses · all winter while one after but whose work has. not been of a
another of the plays written to character to attract public attencater to the tastes (?) of New York- tion, and it is these who would be
ers fold up after a week's run."
likely to be overlooked.
a:

* * *

*

1

.
;
a
.
~d

*

*

*

*

*

*'

·*

*

*

* .* *

I MUST PREFACE THE NEXT
paragraph with the observation
that since going to New York to
take up her study in music with
Mme. Sembrich Miss Margaret 01-

----·-~-·

WR I E F ANNOUNCEMENT welcome member of any company.
was made last week of the death Unmarried until in middle life, he
who was joked by his friends upon
St
of Dr. Wallace N •
e~rns,
. what was supposed to be his concame to Grand Forks nearly thir- firmed bachelorhood, a
status
ty years ago as a member of the which he changed later by marryfaculty of Wes- ing Miss Addie G. McClain, who·
ley college, and survives him, During the war Dr.
who during his Stearns served overseaa with the
several ye a rs' Y. M. C. A., having offered himresidence h e r e self for military servicQ · e,n.d Red
was prominent in Cross work and being rejected in
the · educational each case because of his age.
work and social
life of the city. SHORTLY AFTER HIS ARRIVThe Urbana, Ill., al in Grand Forks Dr. Stearns was
Courier of recent a guest at a reception held for him
date gives an ex- and other newcomers. A lady who
tended review of met him, supposing him to be
tne carter of D.r. married, asked "And where is Mr~
Stearns, who had Stearns, doctor?" "Oh, she is with
been for several her mother just now," was the re..
years director of ply, without the quiver of an eyereligious educa- lash, and the goo.d lady did not
Davies
tion at MacMur- learn for some bme that whereray college, formerly Illinois Wom- ever the future Mrs. Ste9:rns might
en's college, at Jacksonville, III.
be, fhe was not at that time aware
.
*
*
of her destiny.
I DR. STEARNS WAS A NATIVE
*
of Ohio, and a descendant of Eng- TWO INTERESTIN~ PHOTOlish ancestors who settled in New graphs have been received f:o:,n
England shortly after the arrival TJ:_ieodore Bye, who farms ~igut
of the Pilgrims in the Mayflower. miles east of R~ynolds. O~e 1s of
Following his graduation from half a dozen hailstones which fell
Ohio Wesleyan university he won in a storm on Jun_e 9, 19~2, seve.rdegrees from Harvard and Boston a~ of them measuring 1~ inches i~
university, and for several years circumference. Two o:dinary hen s
he continued his studies in sum- eggs, photo~raphed with the group
mer sessions at Chicago univer- for compartson, were completely
sity, at Oxford and in Berlin. He dwarfed by the huge chunks of
came to Grand Forks with an ex- ice,
peri ence of several years m
T H E
p I c _
. educaO T H E *R
tional work, joined the faculty of
Fargo college, and eleven years ture, . u n d a t e d, is of a flash
ago he became director of re- of l 1 g h t n i n g taken at the
ligious education at MacMurray Bye h?mestead. The .flash is shown .
college in Illinois. Three years ago following the usual 1rreITT1lar path,
he was incapacitated by illness, but a striking feature is that . the
and at the time of his death last ~lash appears in two distinct Imes,
week he was on leave of absence. m some places parallel and in oth,
ers crossing each other. The ef- .
*
feet is that of a two-strand rope
THE ILLNESS OF DR, which has been partly unraveled.
Stearns is understood to have re- One gathers the impression that
suited from his exertions at a fire there were two separate and simulat a Washington's birth?aY anni- taneous flashes, sometimes runversary celebration at his college ning parallel and sometimes whilin 1928. Stage draperies in the ing around each Other.
gymnasium in which the celebra*
*
tion was held took fire, and the A LETTER FROM AN OLD
structure was soon a mass of friend in Ontario quotes the fol
flames. Dr. Stearns, who was lowing Ontario farm prices: Whea
with Mrs. Stearns in the balcony 75 cents· butter 25 cents· potatoes
at the time, entered the auditorium one doll~r a bag. It is a' long time
from below and worked in the since I have seen potatoes quoted
l smoke and flames to make sure by the bag. That was the common
I that none had been left in the custom back east years ago. Poburning building. He was badly tatoes were handled in grain sacks,
burned, and although he resumed and the standard "bag" was 90
his work for a time he never re- pounds. The present price, therecovered completely, and three fore would be about 66 cents a
years ago he was obliged to give bushel. In my time potato growing
up his work entirely.
in Ontario was pretty much a le.
* * *
cal industry, the entire product -:
DR. STEARNS WAS THE AU- the province being consumed in it:;
I thor of several books, and was own homes. This, I believe, is still
recognized as an authority in his true. Ontario cities draw heavily
: field. During his residence here on Nova Scotia and Prince Edward
. his geniality and wit made him a Island for their potato supply.

*

*

* *

* *

* *

* *

* '

DISCUSSING THE PROBLEM at the point of the sword mor
of what to do about the widows than seven hundred years ago.

and orphans whose interests e.re
sometimes said to be injuriously af..
feoted by currency d e v a 1 u ation, Will Ropers
proposes that the
government take
over the orphans
and look after
them, and as to
the . widows, he
-would have the
government provlde them with
husbands.
Th e
remar r i a g e of
widows, however,
would have to be
Davis.
optional unless we
are to do violence
to the principles of Magna Charta.
In that historic document It 1s provided that "no widow shall be dis-

A CORR:SP6ND~NT ASKS
for the solution to the checker
problem contributed about · two
weeks ago by the Y. M. C. A. ch'eoker club. The solution furnished by
the club runs as follows:
18-14, 10-17, 15-10, 6-31, 16-11, 8-15,
23-18, 15-22, 28-24. White wins.

* * *

J, W. WOLFORD OF · OAK
street; who made mention some
time ago of the old-fashioned shoe
pegs, describes the method by
which he made them when he did
occasional cobbling in his youth.
Of this he says:
"I would select a straight piece
of gray ash and saw off blocks the
length of peg I · desired, inarlt the
proper size wanted A.lld take a
knife, split in slabs and point each
side and then split. I could soon
have quite ~ supply. I also have a
bone which my grandfather used
trained to marry herself so long as to pollsh tne edge ot shoe soles."
she has a mind to live without a
hue,band.'' Other Interesting pro- THE METHOD OF 'MAKING
visions relating to widows to which shoe pegs which I was taught was
King John aasented at that historic a little different. The wood, usualmeeting at Runnymeade are: "but ly maple, was sawn in blocks as
yet ,she shall gl\te security that she Mr. Wolford describes. The block
-Will not plttrry without our (the was wound tightly with waxed
king's) assent, If she holds of ue; thread, and groo"(Tes were cut in the
or without the consent of the lord surface, ·running at right angles.
of whom she holds, if she b.olds of That left a series of sharp points,
another." A widow *7'as also per- each point representing a peg.
mltted in the mansion house of her Then the block was craoked each
husband forty days after his death, way with a knife and the string
during which time her dower was was unwound. My grandfather
to btt. a~signed.
had in his kit several bones such
as Mr. Wolford mentions.

* * *

*

* *

THAT OLD D OC U M E N T
makes interesting reading, not
mer~tr because it guarantees certaln llberttes, but because in the
state of 11oclety at that time it was
thought necessary to guarantee · in
writing rights which we. have become accustomed to take as matters of course. The major provisions in the first ten amendments
to our constitution, including the
one that no person be deprived of
ut,, liberty or property without
due process of law, upon which
many of our modern. judicial declsions are based, are merely restateIX}ents of provisions in Magna
Charta, which King John signed

.

* * *

MAKING A "WAX END," THAT
is, the waxed thread used by -shoemakers, was quite a trick. Waxing
and twisting were simple. enough, ..
but the proper fixing of the bristle
on the end was not so easy. Harness-makers use needles, but ther
are many ky;.ds of work on shoe
where n~edles will not work, there
fore the thread was tipped with
coarse, strong bristle. The bristle
more desirable for this purpose a
that time came from Russia. Thos
from domestic hogs were too fin
and soft. I have often wondere
on what sort of hogs those coars
:8.ussian bristles grew.
---~,·

IT GIVES ME PLEASURE TO late-flowering.

report that on this day, February
13 at 2 o'clock in the afternoon
th~ tulips are up. Not all of them:
. of course
and
those tha't are
showing ar not
up very fa but
here and there
along the row
tiny ·· pale _ gree~
shoots are show.
in g, . indicati11;g
that the plants
that have been
sleeplng all winter are bestirring
themselve~ an d
coming up for
·a ir, even though
the snow lies deep
Davies
on the lawn only
a few feet away. This is fully two
weeks earlier than I have seen the
tulips showing above the surface
in any former years. However,
there is no way of knowing the
exact date in any year on which
the first shoot showed above the
surface. Each time the discovery
was unexpected, as I was not looking for tulips, but observing the
condition of the soil, and each
time I was s~rprised to see signs
of growth.

* * *

THIS PARTICULAR BED HAPpens to be well situated for earliness. The bulbs are planted in a
row on the south side of the house,
quite close to the baseme~t wall.
There fs ·complete protection from
the north wind, full exposure to
sunshine, and the leakage of some
heat through the baseD\ent wall.
Last fall the soil was unfrozen
when the first snow fell, and during most o! the winter a heavy
drift has covered it. Recently the
drift has melted away and the
earth ls exposed.

The plants started
early,. but it took them a long time
for them to bloom. Last fall I
plant~d early: b~lbs . In front of the ·
Darwms, and if they all do well
there should be a lot of early bloom
and an extended flowering season.
The bree~er. tulips are similar to
~he Darwins In growth ~n~ flowermg habit, and have str1kmgly varlegated colors, but I hav~n't yet
found a place ,f or them in my garden
•
* * *
SOME TIME AGO AN INQUIRer asked in the New York Times
Book Review for a ji;ngle about tobacco being a dirty weed. Correspondents have ·supplied these lines:
Tobacco is a dirty weed,
I like it.
It satisfies no normal .need,
I like it.
It makes you · tbin, ft makes you
·Jean,
,
It takes the hair right ·off your
bea:n;
, ·.
··
It's the worst darn stu~ I've ·ever
seen.
I like It!
~his doggerel is ascribed by one
writer to G. L. Hemminger, and
by another to Henry James, of
Haviland, N. Y. l don't know
where the honor lies.

* * ·*

ANOTHER BIT OF VERSE ON
the subject which I committed to
memory in childhood is:
Tobacco is a filthy weed
That from the devil did proceed.
It fouls the mouth and soils the
clothes,
And makes a chimney of the nose.
That was published as a serious ,
contribution to the
literature
against" tobacco. Much good it did
me!

*

*

*

·I T IS PRETTY D~FICULT TO
get over to a youngster .s ome of
* *
the statements made . ~oncerning
I HAVE LONG SINCE GOT the awful effects of the use of toover worrying over the premature bacco. and liquor under ·any circumgrowth of tulips. They seem to stances and in no matter what
stand unlimited freezing and thaw- minute quantities when the young: ing even when in bloom. One year ster has before him all the time
a hard frost caught a 'lot of the the experience of . members of his'
~ plants in full bloom and I supposed own family and of his friends who
. they were ruined. They were so· use one or both in moderation, and
, thoroughly frozen that t~e stalks who live to die of old age and
were masses of ice crystals. But seem to enjoy good health and the
not a leaf wilted and not a petal other good things of existence. I
· dropped.
suspect that· more would be ac~
*) * *
complished by pointing ·OJlt .a dmit: . IN THAT PART IC UL AR ted dangers than by waving ·:Score; place I have had only Darwlns, crows and designinig' fearsome
. which are tall and ·vigorous, but hobgoblins.

·

l

*

1

I HAVE JUST MET JQ. A.
Mills, Great Northern veteta.tt, for
the first time since his return fro
his vacation trip to his old liome on
P r in c e Edward
Island.
He has
been back for
some time, but it
happened that we
did not meet until just the othe
day. Mr. Mills lef
t h e island 5
yeara ago and h
had . never been
back ·until his re
cent visit. Most
of us, in returning to the scenes
of our youth after long absence,
Davis.
f i n d startling
changes. !4r. Mills found changes,
it is true, but they were less marked ·than are usually found in such
cases.

* *

SOME OF ·THE* CHANGES
noted by Mr. Mills are due to the
heavy drain made on the island
manhood by the World war. Partly
because of its location and partly
because of the fact that most of
its people are famillar with the sea,
Prince Edward made unusually
large and very early contribution.
to the overseas forces of· the Allies. Its little contingent participated In many of the early engagements where the casualties
;were terrible, and it is said that
not more ·than .o ne man in thirty
of those who went overseas from
the island returned unhurt.

* * *

THIS LEFT THE
ISLAND
short of man power, a condition
1Which has been reflected in the
agriculture and other in~ustries of
the province. Once the island was
heavily timbered, but as the soil is
quite uniformly fertile, the farms
were p·r etty thoroughly cleared in
the early days. · In ~ecent years
many formerly . cultivated fields
have reverted to forest. In such
sections nature has produced a
:fine ·growth of timber, mostly
spruce, many of the trees standing
50 or more feet high.

*

* *
PRINCE EDWARD,
SAYS MR.
Mills, has not been caught in the
swift current which seems to be
sweeping most of the rest of the
world along. Life there is still
quiet and leisurely, as it was two
~e!l!rations ..ag?· Agr~culture and

ti&lltng are tne two main industries,
and these are carried on in an atmosphere of calmness which seems
, strange in this period of speed and
excitement. Cash returns · from
these activities are not large, but
in a country as self-contained ·the
need for money is not great. The
people live quiet lives, and most of
them hav~ · time to visit with
friends.

*

"* *

I

* • •

THE GOOD PROFESSOR, WHO
,was loved by all the class, and
tricked unmercifully, would call on
Mr. Jones to recite, and Stefansson
f'mpersonating M~. Jones, would
cite for him. The professor could
,not distinguish one member of the
class from another. With such vocal changes as seemed to be propeJ"
Stefansson would recite in turn f o;
each member of the class.

re.:

*

IT WAS IN PRINCE EDWARD
*
island that fox farming on a comTHUS EVERYTHING
WENT
mercial scale was first started, and . . smoothly for a time, too smoothly
this has become an important into suit Stefansson, who was never
happy -unless he .was stirring ·some, dustry. It has been less profitabl
thing up. One day he had recited
in recent years than at first be..
admirably for several members of
cause of the low price of furs.
the cJ~ss, when his own name was
However, those engaged in it seem
called. The spirit · ·qf ·pe,rversity
to be satisfied with the returns.
teok; possession of him, . and he reOther furs are produced commerplied, ''Not prepared, sir." For a
cially, and Mr. Mills saw some remoment there was tile silence of
markably fine mink during his
shocked surprise. Then the class
visit.
burst into a . roar. Stefansson, who
*
*
*
knew that stuff backwar~ and for• A BIT OF INFORMATION
ward, and had recited perfectly: for
1
concerning
Maxwell
Anderson
the entire class~ was "not precomes to me from a friend who pared!"
was one ot Anderson's elassmates
at the Univereity of North Dakota,
and who, for the purposes of this
paragraph, shall be
nameless.
Neither of these students was at all
times prepared for recitation, and
when there was an appearance of
rough weather ahead these two, .
communicating by means of private signals, would seek ·to change
the course of the discussion. Anderson would express an opinion
more or less related to some phase
of the lesson, and would support it
by extended argument. His girl
classmate would undertake to
prove -that he was all wrong, and
the debate · ·would monopolize · the
attention of instructor and class.
The instructor was pleased: with
the evidence of Interest and would
forget all about embarrassing
questions which otherwise might
have been asked.

* * *

*

.

THIS Bij.INGS TO MIND THE
story of Vilhjalmur Stefa.nsson reciting to Professor Macnie for a
whole class, in German, as I recall
the stoey. Stefansson was quick
in all the· studies in which' he interested himself, and in' this class
he helped the other fellows out
with their translations. The fact
that Professor Macnie w~ very
near-sighted caused a different
system to be employed. It was
found simpler all around for Stefansson · to do . the reciting for the
class, this involving much less labor.

PRESIDENT µINCOLN OCCA- wliisky, as most small merchants
sionally went over the heads of his did at that time. But he didn't
subordinates in llJ.&tters of routine, like selling whlsky ~nd had no parin a mlµ\ner which the subordi- ticular liking for selling anything,
·
nates conceived to so he got out of the store business.
be subversive of
discipline. F o r
IN ONE OF THEIR FAMOUS ,
h u m a n l tar.. debates Douglas spoke disparaging...
ian reasons h~ ly of his opponent's business casubjected them to reer, saying that Lincoln, having
severe pun i s h- failed at splitting rails, keeping
ment. He was store, selling whisky and practicing
· not tolerant of law, was now trying his hand at
wilful misconduct, politics. Lincoln turned the tables
but he bad the in hi~ reply. He admitted that he
habit of takhtg had sold whisky, but said that
into account mo-, while he had left the back of the
tives as well as counter his honorable friend had
acts. One pleas- maintained his position on the 0thant story told of er side. The repJy took with the
lilm relates to an ~rowd, for everyone knew that
Davies
incident in which Douglas liked his toddy.
no offense was committed, but it
* *
shpws t;tie human side ot Ltncoln THE NEW YORK TIMES IS
just the same. Seventy years ago informed that the weather in the
Charles L. Hickman, a boy ot 15 in east was not 011ly colder than at
West Virginia, wrote Lincoln ask- any other time since official racing for the discharge of his broth- ords have been kept, but that tt
. er, wbo wa• then serving with the was colder than at any other time
Union for~es before Richmond. The since .Washington and his ragged
boy explained that his brother was men spent that terrible winter at
needed at hoJne because his mother Valley Forge. That's something to
' was 111 and his father had recently boast of.
been killed in an accident. The
* *
lad did not expect that any atten- THE TIMES TAKES ISSUE
tion would be paid to the Jetter, with a correspondent who refers
but he wrote it to humor his to the vast amount ·o:r suffering
' n,.qther. A little later the brother which a temperature ot 14 below
returned home bearing a discharge zero bring, to the homeless and
issued, ''by special order. of the destitute, Suffering for those in
president." Several years ago the that group, says the Tim.es, begins
writer of the letter, who is still liv- at a much higher temperature. For
ing, wondered if his boyish letter the suttertng is acute at 14 above
might still be i:n existence.
He zero. At the lower temperature,
wrote tha war department, and, says the Times, those who have
greatly to his imrprise, received tho rood homes and are well clothed
letter, which is now one of his suffer.
cherisbed possessions. Doubtless
*
*
the file of the department contain TBAT IS WHERE THE DlFmany, documents of flimilar charac... f ere nee between east and west
ter wbich have never been r~ comes in. At any very low tem...
c)Jl.imed.
perature has ever been reached in
*
Uon bears suffering, east or west.
IN THE COURSE OF A BUSI- But here in the northwest no tem. ss transaction Aii,drew Mellon, perature has ever ben.e reached in
tterward secretary of the treasury, which tl}.e well-built cottage can..
ame into possession ot shares of not be kept perfectly comfortable,
tock in a distillery, a fact with and none in which one :may not
vhich he was ofte:o. re:proa.ched, move about eomfortably outdoors
lllnilarly Abraham Lincoln was in ordinary winter garb provided
ten charged with having beeo. a1tht\ wind does not blow. And if
loon keeper. As part owner ofjthere is much wind, nobody is comgeneral store Lincoln did sell f ortable anywhere.

* * *

*

I

*

*

* *
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FOR MANY YEARS THE AB,;

been much jesting over those pie- I
tures, a prevaI6nt lmprealion being
· that the 1llustratlons are mere
· fanciful portrayale of what exists
· only In the Imagination of the art- 1
. 1st. The fact Is that In form, size
, and color nature dupUcates, and
often · surpasses anything that can
, be found In the catalogs. A few
, selected specimens, skillfully group• ed, m~y sttilte the eye with greater
, force from the printed page than
• when· found in .their. natural surroundings in the garden, but in the 8
successful garden all the points of ·
excellence are there.
~
*
rt ONE OF THE DRAWBACKS
~ ot our latitude 18' the length of the
winter and corresponding shortness
of summer, In the average seal son tender annuals must make 1
: their growth and yield their har- vest In a little Jt>.ore than three
Dlonths-between frost and frostg:- it they are to be grown entirely out
•s of doors. For many plants this pe• :t:lQd ts too short, and If satisfactory
_: results are to be achieved, plants
must be started indoors long in advance of warm weather.

'8Dt-mlnded professor has been on
c;>f the stock properties of the humorlat;. A friend tells a story concerning one of the
Unlveralty of
North Dakota f
culty members
man:, years ago
who, according t
the best of th
narrator's reco
lectlon, was Dr
Thomas. Absen
mindedness ls usually associated
with a slow,
dreamy temperament.. Dr. Thomas was !lot of
that type. He-was
quick and nerl voq,, 1levertheless, he ls said to
have become 10 completely absorbI eel ID.. his own thoughts as to be ln1 attentive
to hll surroundings,
, Qlch, I suppase, ls the essence of

. ,r.baent-fllnde4Dus.
I

l>lt.

* *

·

* * *

THOK~ l'l' SEEMS, wAS

accumnaecl, before entering

bis

e class .·rbc,m. to hang his hat on a
11 partlcuhir peg. He never looked

~l

J to •ee It ~peg ,ras there; he took
e that. for
tecL Ahlo, he took
a
~o
i

-

~
tt;
ce
of
Bt

JC-

t

for graa
Ule tact. that if he
slapped 1111 bat -against the wall at
the s~ 'Where the peg was supposed to be, It would stay there. He
never ·Jooked to see. Some student CO,Dcelved the brilllant Idea of
removing the peg, just to see what
would ~en. He did so and
tLwalted results. Dr. Tho~as ap~bed, ala.mined up his hat as
usual a11d lltarted on. The hat fell
to the floor. The doctor recovered
It and slainmed it up again In its
usual place. Again lt felL The narrator says that this process W8.8 repeattJcl three or four times before
the doctor, concentrating his
thought on the immediate present,
discovered the absence of the peg.

* * *

Y,

"· ot absent-mindedness i11 told of
tood old Dr. Dc,bson, a worthy
• Englisla clergyman, who, returning
g In profound study from a trip down
town, rang hla own door-bell, and
_ when the maid appeared, asked
'"Is Dr. Dobson ln ?" "'N-no sir,"
said the embarrassed maid. ''Very
"rll call
8 well," said the doctor;
i,. again later In the day."
And he
j pattered off, leaving the astonish. ed -maid with her eyes bulging•
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ALTHOUGH IT IS ONLY FEB- d

ruary and in many places the
~und ls white with snow, it ls
the season for aeed catalogs, and
JD1&teur gardeners have visions of
Jowel"B and vegetables which com~ e In size and color with those
ahown in the pictures. There has

* *

* THAT THERE
I AM AWARE

are those who' fn11lst that one can

,. cet ;lust a1 good results from planting. directly out of doors when the
ground has warmed up as by trans... planting nursery or hotbed stock.
e I think that depends on how the
- indoor stock ls handled. Plants
1- grown inside, If Improperly treated,
will not be satisfactory. If crowded they will be 1Veak and spindly,
They may l>ecome root-bound,
stunted by lack of water or softened by too much. Carelessly
transplanted they will suffer shock
from ,vhich they ~ay never recover, but I am satisfied that with
Dla.lly of our annuals lt pays to
transplant well grown plants and
to do It carefully, In preference to
planting the aeed directly out of
doon.
.

* * *

R.U»m GROWERS AND EARiy-flowering plants, of which there
are many, need not be grown Inside, as they will mature properly
In our usual summer season, but
for those which require a fairly
long season it pays to start inside
and to transplant carefully.

E!lP SNOW,
UCB AB
there ls toward. the Canadta.n
boundary and in Manitoba, retr)lnda P. R. Fields, district manager of the International Harvester Co., of an experience in 1906,
when he had
headquarters at
Aberdeen1 s. D.,
but al10 covered
the western North
Dakota territory.
Snow was deep
that winter in
the Misaouri '\'al..
Iey counties, and
train service was
uncertain, for in
many places the
Davis.
rails lay between
great mountains
of am.ow. and even a moderate
breeze ,rould flll the cuts atid render them impassable. One of his
trips took Mr• .Fields to Wishek.
He aot there, and there he stayed
for 22 days, In a small town where
German wu the prevaillng language, and where the only contact
with the outside world waa by wire.

* * NEWSPAPER,
*
THE LOCAL
the New1, a weekly publication,
ran out of patent tnaldea at the end
of the first week ot the blockade.
In or4er to maintain the legal
standing of the paper and the validity ot the legal notices which lt
contained, it wa necessary for the
paper to be published without the
omission of u · issue. For the next
llsue a supply ot wrapping paper
-,ras obtained :from the local merchants, and the paper waa printed

o that. But when the next pubn..
cation. date came around. and the
tctc ade had not been broken,

there wa no more wrapping paper.
That week the paper was publish·
4 on thin muslin. Mr. Fields had
a copy of that isaue which he pre-ene4 fo many years.

* *ONLY IN·
'l'HA.T IS* THJJl
tan ot which I ever heard of a
North Dakota paper being printed
on 10th. I think that In a 1.ew other cases wrapping paper was used
In emergencies. During the Civil
war several southern papers were
published occasionally on wall paper, supplies of this being avail•
able after other paper had been
exhausted.

* * ..

SNOW CONDITIONS T II IS
1Vlntar are spotted. In the Red river valley generally the supply has
been liberal, but most o:t the sno-w
in the western t>art of the state dis-

appeared long .. &go. ·The northern
part of the valley is still buried
deep. I~ the valley the dividing line
between moderate and very heavy
anowfall -aeem1 to ·c rosa about
Drayton. Immediately south there
la little snow left on the :fields, and
111 many places the earth is quite
bare. Immediately north thert ls
still an immense quantity ·o f ,now.
Pembina ls still drifted in, and at
Winnipeg, while the ·weather waa
warm for a time, it seems to have
made no Impression on the drifts.

ONE THING WHICH INTERested me waa the very alight interruption ~t service made possible
by this method of treatment.. That
rink was not out of cominiaaion
more than an hour, and · the time
chosen was ~bout the dinner hour,
when few persons would have been
skating, anyway. Possibly ·o n a
milder day a little ,longer time
might have been required :for
freezing.

* *MAN
* REPORTS
A BRANDON

feature was the simplicity . and
cheapness of the · met~ods used.
The whole equipment could, have
been fitted up by a handy man in
a few hours, and -I don't suppose
it all cost aa much as 10 . dollars.
Yet it ta good for all wmter, and
the same outfit could b used. .Qn
several :rinks. Hockey rinks djoinlng were treated in t e s e
way early ln the morning s a•'1lot
to interfere with th~ir
No
hockey I$ played oo the
ting
rink, the. skaters ha'f'ing th kating rink to themselve , whic is as
it ought to be. The rinks of
tch I
write a.re, the only ones I sa\¥, but
of course others are scattered all
over the ctty, and I waa Informed
that skating and hockey ·are kept
separate in order that the relatively few who play hockey may not
interfere with the great multitude,
especially of small children, who
iWllh to skate.

the heaviest snow north of his city
that the oldest inhabitants have
ever known, and roads are practically impassable even for teams. In
other sections not far distant the
ields are bare, and during the
1Va~ weather grasshoppers hatch-·
· ed in considerable numbers. Local
P•ople .were hoping that the mild
weather would continue until more
of the hoppers had hatched, as the
insects were certain to be killed by
the freeze which was certain to
- follow. "!'he cold snap came too
soon, however, for a general hatching to occur. ·

*

*

*
'.FROM .A WINNIPEG
HOTEL
\Vind ow I watched the resurfacing
of a skating rink. Skaters were on
the r~nk until G P. M-, when the
resurfacing began. A few minutes
after 6 the rink \Val again in use,
and it waa orowded unt11 quite late
at night, Bour men did the resur..
facing . job, and they .completed it
in about an hour Qn a fairly large
rink.
·

• *

* WITH OV·
TWO MEN, ARMED
ergrown snow shovels, about four
feet wide, pushed their shovels
back and forth acros1 the rink, removing to the aides the ice pa,r..
tlclea which the skates had cut
from the 1urface. Then one man
went down the surface with
sprinkler conalstlng of a barrel o
water mounte4 on a little 1led. Th
barrel had been fitted with
sprinkling dGvice consisting of
eectlon of pipe about six feet Ion
and pertorated on the under side
and equipped with a shut-off valve.

*

*
OPENING* THE VALVE
operator started hla sled, pushing I
from the rear. Aa he moved at
rapid walk the sprinkler 16ft a thl
·rum of water on a atrip about •
feet wide. Back and forth he wen
until th" rink was covered. Whe
his barrel was empty, ·which wa
about half a dozen trips, anothe
wa1 ready for hlm, f111ed by a com
panion, so the work proceede
without interruption. The rink was
l~ft with a smooth surface which
appeared to be .adml able for 1kat-

mg.

* * *

.A NOTHER INTERESTING

SOME OF MY UNIVERSITY
B'l'BANGiiJRB
friends have been checking over
By J'amea W. Foley.
the story of Dr. Thomas trying to The glad heart passed the weary
t
heart
hang his hat on a peg tha t was no
With scarce a word to say,
there, and they The glad heart passed the weary
are agreed that it
heart
w a s Profess.or And went upon Its way.
Macnie who fig- But the sad heart met the weary
ured In that lnciheart
dent, and not Dr. And bade it a good day,
Thomas. My orig- The sad heart met the weary heart
inal informant in With a kind word to say.
this case was not
certain about it. For the glad heart and the weary
but as she bad
heart
beard the story it Were strangers on the way,
was attributed to And the glad heart passed the
Dr. Thomas. It
weary heart
fits better with With scarce a word to say,
what we know of But the sad heart and the weary
Professor Macnie
heart
w. P. Davies Either the Devils Had trodden the same way,
Lake J our11.al has got names twist- And the sad heart met the weary
ed or I have a namesake in North
heart
Dakota of whose existence I wa, With a kind word to aay.
not aware. The Journal says that For the sad heart knew the weary
the other day "W. P. Davies, engiheart,
neer at the Public Works office, Its every pulsing beat,
'Who spent two and a half years In And the sad heart met the weary
heart
the U. S. S. R.," delivered an ad- With tender love and sweet.
dress on Socialism in Russia at an But the glad heart passed the
Elks' meeting. I have several first
weary heart
and second
cousins
scattered That walked its way 80 slow,
It did not know the weary heart,
around in the northwest-no broth- How could the glad heart know?
era or sisters-and occasionally I
nin across a Davies who does not For lt had borne no heavy load,
belong to my particular clan, but And It had known no care,
And It had walked no stony road
this ls the first time I have found
And comrade - h despair,
one of the same family name using But the sad hearta:new the weary
my Initials. Or am I using his?
heart,
*
Ita every troubled way,
A LETTER FROM JOHN N. And the sad heart met the weary
Kirch, former mall clerk on the
heart
Duluth line with headquarters at With a kind word .to say.
Crookston, and now of Pasadena,
Cal., encloses clippings from the The glad heart was a merry heart
Pasadena Star News, In which J. And sang a merry song,
W. Foley, former North Dakota And so It passed the weary heart
newspaper man and poet, con- That dragged its way along.
ducts a daily column entitled "The And one sped gaily on its way,
Top of the Evening," John writes And one was halt and slow,
of attending the North Dakota pie- Nor the glad heart knew the weary
nio February 3, where Foley was
heart,
the principal speaker. The day, How could the glad heart know?
says John, was beautiful and the
*
attendance good, though not quite AT THE NORTH DAKOTA PICup to the mark of some former nic Foley told of pioneer days in
years.
North Dakota, a subject on which
*
*
he is qualified to speak, for he
JOHN IS INTERESTED IN EV- came to the territory at the age of
erything that pertains to the north- 4 when his father, an army officer
west, and he likes to keep people at St. Louis, was transferred to Dain touch with each other. He re- kota. In later years the elder
ceives occasional clippings from Foley was custodian of the de
this column from his brother Mores properties at Medora and
'Adolph in Crookston, and passes Jim became editor of the Bismarck
them on to Thorval Tunheim, dra- Tribune. In his address Jim remaUc editor of the Star News, and ferred to the fact that in the earl_
a former North Dakota and north- days in North Dakota there were
ern, Minnesota newspaper man. no 100 story buildings, but there
Tunheim in turn pass~ the clip- were 100 story men and women,
pings on to Foley. If Jim finds some of whom are needed today.
anything in them worth mention- When the whites killed the Indians,
Ing I hope he will feel free to help he said, it was a heroic battle, but
blmllelf, as I am helping myslf to when it was the other way around
tbia poem from his column:
it was a ma.ssacre.

*

*

* *

*

I

WHEN I PERMIT MYSELF TO usual for those runners to travel
think about it I regard with some 24 hours at a stretch, without food
anxiety the prospect of becoming or rest.
100 years old, for that is clearly a
dangerous age. A
THE DEATH OF WILLIAM
few there have Travers Jerome a short time ago
been who reach- has brought again into print names
ed the age of 100 once familiar to the public, but not
and escaped the pretty well forgotten, names of
hazards of that persons against whom Jerome
period, to live on waged the implacable warfare
for many years which characterized his service as
thereafter. There district attorney of New York
was "Old" Parr, county. It was Jerome who conwho boasted of ducted the raid against the notormore than 150 ious Canfield gambling place In
years and was which Reginald Vanderbilt was rehonored at the ported to have lost $500,000 in five
court of King ni~.1ts of play. He prosecuted HarCharles because ry Thaw for the shooting of Stanof his gr e at ford White. It was his ventilation
a c h i e v e m en t. of insurance scandals which led to
There is the ancient Turk who vis- the creation of the Armstrong comited our shores a few years ago, mittee by the state legislature un
who ls said to have attained a still der whose direction Charles Evan
greater age. And another Turk, Hughes effected reforms and lat
name unknown, is reported to be the foundation for the career which!
well along in his third century.
led to his present position as chief
*
justice of the United States suTHESE ARE EXCEPTIONS. preme court.
The rule is that when one reaches
100 he ls not likely to last much
JEROME
WAS
THE
R
longer, Almost every day the pa- verse of the stock figure of the "r
pers tell of some person dying former" who is depicted by th
shortly after reaching his or her cartoonists with plug hat, umbrell
hundredth birthday, North Dako- and sour _visage. He was a bi
ta has lost a whole flock of centen- man physically, and a good mixer.
arians during the past year, Two He. took a drink occasionally, an
died last week at the age of about enJoyed it, and he made no secre
102 or 103. Thus far nobody has of the ~act that he liked to gan1ibl
been able to do anything about it. in a mild way with a group o
Most decidedly . the risk is there friends. But' he was intolerant o
and It behooves all who are ap-'. public gambling, of alliances of sa
proaching that age to be on their loon interests with politics and o
guard.
commercialized vice in every form.
After his retirement from office he
GUNNAR ODDSON OF HALL- made a fortune, said to have been
son, N. D., who is 0 'nly 70, may $29,000,000 in the development of a
prove to be one of the exceptions. process for making colored motion
At his present rate of going he pictures.
seems likely to stand even the
* *
shock of becoming 100. He is the THE AUTHORS OF THE
man who ran the other day the "Whirligig," which appears daily in
eleven miles from Hallson to Cav- The Herald, supply this poem, with
alier In 1 hour and 30 minutes whose sentiment many will agree,
without notice and without prep-'. whatever they may think of its
aratfon. Missing a ride which he literary merit:
had expected, and resenting the
taunts of friends In the village
AT LARGIJJ
store, he divested himself of his
By Pleasanton Conquest Jr.
heavier clothing and started afoot While War-clouds darken Europe's
although the going was heavy besky
' cause the day was warm. An hour And Asia's too, no doubt,
and a half later he reported his ar- Let us abstain,
rival at Cavalier.
Prove we are sane,
By staying strictly out,
IN 'FHE MOUNTAIN DIStrlcts of Norway some astonishing But, ff in spite of lessons grim,
feats of running have been per- America gets in it,
formed. There the people are ac- What Barnum said
customed to walking long distances Will be O. K.'don mountain paths that are not in- A sucker's born each minute.
· tended for vehicles, and where
3 speed is required it is developed to So ff War-profits tempt us much,
, a remarkable degree. Also, we At least, let's place a ban
read of almost unbelievable runs On any sale,
I made by messengers in the Andes That don't entail
and in the Himalayas. It is not un- The "Cash and Carry" Plan.

* * *
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*
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EVERYONE WHO KNOWS IN THIS PART OF THE COUNFred L Goodman knows that he try the cutter is an almost un•
is known vehicle. Usually it is pasis a lover of books, and that he
sible to dig up one or two for a
familiar with the contents of a winter parade, and occasionally one
great many of is brought to town from some
them. Not every- farm, but, while not quite extinct,
one knows that the cutter has become a decided
his love of liter- rarity in this vicinity. It is not so
ature began al- across the border. Last Sunday,
most in infancy, on the way from Winnipeg, I saw
if, in fact, it was a dozen or more cutters, presumnot born in him. ably carrying their occupants to
Fred began to go church. Most of them were someto school at the what weatherbeaten, their pristine
age of three. ~iv- .gloss having been dulled by years
ing on a farm of exposure and use, but they were,
near a country at least in form, the traditional
school, he noticed cutters and in some cases they
that other chi!- were drawn by horsesl that stepped
dren
went
to off at a right lively gait, recalling
school, and he de- many rides that were taken long
Davis.
mantled the same ago.
privilege. He was so insistent
about it that his mother yielded THE MANITOBA FARMERS
l and prepared·to send him to school. along the R.ed river have clung
rather tenac10usly to horse-drawn
, Then an obstacle appeared. Fred vehicles. In the summer buggies
had noticed that the other children are used, quite as in the old days,
carried books to school, and he had and as a matter of convenience to
no books to carry. Without books all concerned, the horse-drawn vee
hicles use well developed trails imhe refused to budge. Fred's mother; mediately adjoining the main high- who must have be~n a lady of un- ways. In the winter the cutter
usual discernment and. resourceful- takes the place of the buggy.
ness, saw the reasonableness of his
position at once, and immediately QUITE NATURALLY AND
supplied the deficiency. ·From the properly, much sentiment attaches
- attic she dug up an imposing vol- to the old cutter. It played an imume on the diseases of animals, portant part in eastern life. There
and with that book Fred marched was cold and stormy weather back
. off to school. How much of the in- east, as there is yet, but usually the
; formation contained in the book he severe spells were of brief dural absorbed is not of record, but it tion. With a well-beaten roa_d, a
is ~ fact that in later life he be- temperature just a few degrees be. came known, not only for his love low freezing, a good horse, a conof literature, but for his familiarity genial companion, a set of jingling
with animal husbandry.
bells, and plenty of wraps, a cut*
ter ride on a moonlight night was
PRESS DISPATCHES SAY a. real joy.
People lived rather
that the recent storm in New York close together, and villages were
was the worst that has been ex.. not far apart. A drive of four or
perienced since 1888. It is difficult five miles would take one to the
to compare storms in intensity, farm frlic, .th~ village entertainand, regardless of what the exact ment or the church "teameeting."
: meteorological facts may be, it is
probable that the storm which THERE WERE S L E I G H
~ swept New York in March, 1888, rides on ~he prairie in the early
• will go down in history as "The days, many of them, but few of the
. Great Blizzard." In that . storm settlers had cutters. Instead the
. some 400 lives were lost in . the wagon box was mounted on run' north Atlantic states. ·The storm ners, or an improvised sled was
~ is memorable among other things used, and as a rule it was necess for having caused the death of sary to take extra precautions
~ Roscoe Conkling, who had been a against frost-bite. Bare faces canl United States senator for
many not be exposed long to the wind at ,
~ years, and whose resignation, to- a temperature away
below zero
t gether with that of Senator Platt, without danger of freezing. One
e was the spectacular climax of the device for the promotion of com-r quarrel of these two senators with fort which I
have known to be
~ President Garfield over federal used quite effectively was to heat
patronage. . During the memorable quantities of oats before a ride,
March storm Conkling left his ho- and place the heated oats in sacks
tel and was found later on the which were used for cushions and
.. street, exhausted from his strug- foot-warmers. Oats retain heat for
1 gle with the elements.
He died a long time, and a cushion of hot
? soon aiter from the effects of his oats would insure comfort through
- exn . . _ure.
J quite a long drive.
·

* * *

* * *

* *

* * *

i

SOME OF 'THE PUBLISHED
"solutions" of recent monetary
problems have left readers more
h b
puzzle d than t h ey .were a t t en ef~nning.
A
:.
ere are. pro
lems growing out
of the monet~ry
changes on wluch
e v e n competent
w r it e r s sometimes stub their
toes. There is an
instance. · of the
lat~er ~md in ~n
article m the Literary Diges~ by
George
Wilfred
Wright in which
there is discussed
w. P. Davies a racket in which
. . owners of old
gold are victimized by means of
sharp practice
The re~ent great
incre3:se in the dollar price of go.Id
has given unexpected value to disused gold ornaments and trinkets
which have lain almost forgotten
for years in cabinets and dresser
drawers, and buyers have been collecting these articles to sell at the
advanced price, According to Mr.
right's article, certain individuals
have been going from house to
house buying such scrap gold as
they can find.

* *

*

scurvy trick played on him, involvIng weights He had bought grain
in that neighborhood for years,
and was the only buyer there. He
was a man in whom the people of
the community had perfect confidence. A new buyer set up business in the same town, and the
older man looked for lively competition, but believed that he would
be able to hold his own,

* * *

WHEN THE WHEAT SELLING
season arrived the old buyer was
surprised alld then deeply hurt, to
see &ne after another of his old
customers drive by his place and
unload at the elevator of his rival
He could not understand why his
old friends should not at leas
give him an opportunity to bid o
their wheat. He nursed his dlsa
pointment in silence for some
time, and then asked an old friend
what it was all about. The frien
was evasive, but being pressed fo
an answer he explained

* * * ·

'WE HAD ALWAYS BEEN
satisfied with you," he said, "and
thought you were giving us
square deal. But when .Jones (the
other buyer) came he told som
of mi to watch out for you, as you
were cheating us on weights. At
first we wouldn't believe him, but
he told us that if we would examine the weights on your scale
we would find that the lower side
of your weights had been bored
out until they were much lighter
than they should be. Several of
us watched our chance and looked
over youl' weights and found them
just as he had said. It hit us pretty hard, but after that we couldn't
do anything else than quit you."

IT IS IN THE WEIGHING OF
the gold that -the trick comes. According to the story the slick buyer carries a small pair of scales
which he sets up, and in one side
of the scale .he places the gold
pieces and in the other enough ordinary pennies to balance them.
He refers to the familiar table
which says that in Troy weight
*
twenty pennyweights make
an THE BUYER WAS BOTH
ounce, and the housewife accepts angry and relieved. "Did you ever
the weig,pt of an ordinary penny figure the thing out?'' he asked.
as an official pennyweight,
Mr. "Why, no, it didn't need any figurWright's explanation is that the I ing," was the reply, "we say the
American pennyweight's only about weights with our own eyes "
half of the Troy pennyweight, "But didn't you realize that if
therefore the owner of the gold is my weights were too light it took
defrauded of about half its value. more of them to balance a bushel
*
of wheat, and that my scales
THE PROCESS COULD BE would register more pounds than
worked exactly as described and the wheat actually weighed?" By
the owner would be defrauded. But gum!" said his friend. None of us
the writer has got his facts re- ever thought of that.
versed. If the penny is too light
* *
the gold wCJUld appear to weigh THE BUY E R EXPLAINED
more pennwelgnts than it does, and that when weights are cast they
the rascal would be defrauding are of only approximate accuracy,
himself. The fact is that the pen- unusually being . too heavy. They
ny is toe, heavy. The Troy penny- are then bored to standard.
If
weight contains 221h grains. The bored too deeply, which sometimes
ordinary American penny weighs happens, lead is run into the cav48 grains, so that in such a case ity to make them balance, and the
as described the buyer would be lead is stamped with the official
getting more than two penny- seal. Jones bought no more wheat
eights where he pays for only in that community, and the old
one,
buyer again enjoyed the respect
ire
and confidence of his neighbors,
MANY YEARS AGO A WHEAT who were a little shamefaced over
uyer in a s~all town had a the incident.

*

* *

*

* *.

*

IT IS SOMETIMES SAID THAT
the.- more different things are 'the
more they are the same. One ls
sometimes · tempted to concur ln
that bit of odd
philosophy when
he compares certain features of
the
past · with
those of the present and observes
the strong similarity in practice
and motive notwithstanding the
changes which
h a v e occurred
meanwhile in
o t h e r de p a r tments. Our forefathers
dressed
Davis.
differently from
us, traveled and communicated differently, and acted differently in
many respects, but in the qualities
which go to make up what we call
human nature there does not seem
to have been much change,

*

* *

I HAVE RECEIVED FROM
Dr. G. !,I. Williamson a copy of a
recent issue of the Picton Gazette,
published at Picton, Oi;it., Dr. Williamson's old home town, which
celebrates the 100th anniversary of
the creation of Prince Edward
county, of which Picton fs the
county seat. The county occupies
a peninsula near the east end of
Lake Ontario, and because of its
position It was one of the earliest
districts In Ontario to be settled by
white men. The paper reproduces
the proclamation creating
the
county, which :proclamation was issued under authority of William
the fourth, king, defender of the
faith, etc., by the lieutenant governor of the province, Sir John Colborne, whose headquarters were at
York, which afterwards became
known as Toronto.

* * *

THERE IS GIVEN ALSO SOME
correspondence which appeared at
the time in the Gazette of that day
relating to local political affalrs. It
appears from the correspondence
that men disputed as vigorously
over political affairs a century ago
as they do now, and that they
were equally prone to attribute to
each other, rightly or wrongly,
unworthy motives.
I

* HAD
* BEEN
*
MEETINGS
HELD
at various places for the nomination of candidates of different
groups for parliament. Several of
these meetings were held fn village
inns; others at private residences.
One correspondent protests against
the prh,acy which attended the
proceedings of one group and
makes charges of gag rule and
imtlar abuses. Another expresses

his opinion of the first correspondent in a letter which s publisned
~erbatlm in spelling which must
have been a trial to the compositors. Possibly some of the things
of which we complain today are
inheritances from the "brave days
of old."

*

AMONG THE *
OLD*HOUSES IN
Grand Forks are some which cont~in oak timber cut along the Red
river and sawed in little local mllls.
I wonder if any of them now contain lumber cut. in southern Ontario
and shipped up the lakes.
One
such cargo destined for Grand
Forks was brought to Duluth in
'1879 on a vessel on which James A.
Thorburn, now of Bottineau, sailed
with his father, Captain
John
Thorburn, who was captain of the
ship, the Tecumseh. Mr. Thorburn
writes:

* * OF 1879
''IN THE *SUMMER
my father, the late Captain :rohn
Thorburn sailed the Tecumseh
owned by the Guelph Lumber com~
pany, at that time the largest boat
owned in Canada. Her engines
were built on the Clyde in Scotland, being the first fore-and-aft
condensing compound type on the
lakes. The Guelph Lumber company owned sawmills at Parry
Sound and planing mills at Sarnia
rwh.~re ih~ ro"W?'h lumber wa~
dressed. I was with m; fathe/ on
this trip from Sarnia to Duluth
with ·a cargo of. t900,000 square feet
of dressed lumoer consigned to
Grand Forks. There were then
only ten or twelve houses in Duluth and no · such place as West
Superior."

* * *

IT SEEMS A LITTLE ODD TO

think of lumber for use ·ln Grand
Forks being shipped all the way
from Ontario and carried right
through the dense pine forests of
northern Minnesota, which were
then practically untouched· by the
lumberman. In the intervening
time those forests have practically
disappeared, and lumber for building purposes in northern Minne..
sota, right in that former for est
area, is now being shipped ln from
the Pacific coast. Southern Ontario has practically no merchant
able timber left, but the mllls are
still running in the nort.hern par
of the province, north of Lake Su
perior and the Georgian bay. In
that section, late in the day, timbe
is being intelligently conserved.

·A BRIEF ASSOCIATED PRESS legs, prevented what might have
lispatch tells of the death in New been a bad fire
d h t
ld
rork of Corse , Payton, veteran ac, an w • wou
or and manager of stock compan.. assuredly have been a disastrous
.!es. Af~er a life- panic. During the business of the
time spent in as- play Payton was seated, writing,
soclation with the
stage Payton died near a stage window which was
at the age of 68 dressed with the usual lace curin the charity tains. A wandering breeze blew a '
ward of a New curtain into a gas jet and the
York hospital. To flimsy material took fire. Quickly
only a few per- the fire ran upward, and fn a mos O n 8 nowadays. ment ft would have reached the
will the name borders and other scenic .Properties.
be at all familiar. Payton saw it. With one stride he
To others it will was on top of the table and with
revive memories ·his long arms he reached up and'
of the stage as it caught the curtain at the top of the
was in the clos- flame. Running his ·h ands rapidly
ing decade of the down the curtain he smothered the
w. :P. Davies last c e n tu r y, fire. Then he sat down and rewhen road companies brought to sumed his writing as ff nothing
many of the smaller towns the had happened. It was all done so
bright ' stars of the theatrical fir- quickly that the audience had not
mament anci interspersed their ar.. time to grasp the meaning of it untistic productions with entertain- til it was · all over. There was a
ment of a lighter character, the slight murmur through the house
minstrel show, vaudeville and the and nothing more. Had it not
stock company.
been for Payton's quick action
,re
*
there would have been a rush for
CORSE
PAYTON
WAS
A the door and a list of killed and
stock company man, devoting him- wounded.
self almost entirely to entertainment of the "ten, twent', thirt' " DURING THE YEARS I HAVE·
variety, the slang designation indi- seen Payton mentioned as the
eating the low price charged ·for manager of lfUle stock companies
seats in various parts of the house. and oth~r small enterprises. LateThe repertoire included lurid melo- ly he seems to have dropped out
drall:).a, light comedy and an occa- completely. In his time he helped
sional adventure into the realm of to entertain thousands, but he
the more · dignified drama.
seems to have had no friend near
* *
to· cheer him as he was about to
THE P A Y T O N SHOWS pass into the great beyond.
toured the western circuit in the
* * ·*
the summer, when the big compan- ·IT APPEARS THAT AFTER
ies were off the road and engage- all I have been ·using no other perments of several weeks in one -son's initials, c1nd nobody has been
place could be obtained. ·This -cut using mine. W. G. Davies, of the
. down traveling expenses.. and made state engineer's offfce at Devils
possible. the lower ,price schedule Lake, writes that the , Devils Lake
Payton may have .visited Grand paper . got his initials wrong, so
Forks more than · once, but I re- 1there ts no conflict.
meµiber one,l on.g summer engag&- .
*
ment during which he packed the MR. DAVIES WRITES THAT
old Metropolitan night after night. his _ancestors came from Wales to
* * *
Pennsylvania, and thaJ in bis enPAYTON .HIMSELF WAS A gineerlng work in .this country
tall, lank fellow whose taste in and Canada ,h e has met few perclothing ran to loud checks. His sons with the same famlly name
favorite exercise in those days was with whom he could not trace a
walking-we knew nothing about coinmon origin. My <':wn paternal
golf, and in his screaming suits' he grandfather, . of Welsh descent,
was a conspicuous figure
the came from England, just across
landscape as he strode' . across the the Welsh border, and also settled
prairie _between matinee and eve- in Pennsylvania. His ten children ·
ning performance. He was i;n no were born at Johnstown, but I do
sense ·a great actor, but he fitted : not know that he had other relawell into the sort of entertainment tives on this side of the water• .
which he gave.
Anyway, it is interesting "o specu*
late on the possibility of kinship,
ON
ONE
OCCASION
HIS running away back possibly to the
quick decision, aided by his long days of Llewellyn.

*

* * *

*

*

in

.* *

*

EASTGATE, OF LARI- might slip o and shoot himself a
more who knows more about the mess of chickens. If he did I
. ' .
never caught him, nor was I anxiw1ld llfe of the, northwest than ous to do so for I knew that if
1nost other persons do, is heartily we had a f e~ more Sam Fosters
·
in favor of bird in the state there would not be
sanctuaries an d
much talk about our reaching
other wild life the end of chicken shooting."
sanctuaries, b u t
*
he believ.es that p RA I RI E CHICKENS ARE
in addition to quite different in habit and desirproviding sanctu- ability from sparrows, but around
aries we must town, and especially away from the
provide for game timber and along the river, the
birds both win- sparrows are about the only eviter food and pro- dence of wild life that we see in
tection from ver- the winter. The little fellows are
min if we are to apt to become pests in the sumsee any material mer, but they are cheerful little
increase in the rascals, and it is pleasant to see
number of game them around when all other feabirds. In rela- thered life has deserted us.
tion
to the mat*
Davis.
ter of winter AFTER READING THAT
food Alf writes: "A news para- birds like suet I tried that food on
graph in the paper from ·L akota the sparrows. Ultimately they got
stating that Sam Foster is feeding away with it, but they would eat
some chickens and partridges at almost anything else in preference.
his place calls to mind some other I suppose suet is liked by bird~
times that Sam has fed prairie accustomed to an insect diet, but
chickens. More than thirty years the sparrows do not seem to care
ago, wh~n he owned what ls now for it. They live chiefly on seeds
the Old Settlers' park at Stump and will make short work of
Lake I met Sam one fall day, just handful of wheat, millet seed o
as winter was setting in, on his bread crumbs.
.way to the woods, as he called it,
with a load of wheat. I asked LAST SUMMER THE -AUhim if he had so much wheat that thorities in the county of Kent,
the granary on his farm would England, were perplexed by the
not hold all his crop. · Sam didn't raids of unknown dogs on flocks
care to talk about it, as he knew of sheep in the county. Night afthat I knew there were several' ter night, in various parts of the
places in which the price .of that county, sheep were found killed,
load of wheat could be used. ' ·
presumably by dogs, but the mos
* * *
careful search failed to identif
''HE FINALLY CONFESSED the culprits. There are severa
that he was taking the wheat to hunt clubs in the county, each wit
the woods to feed the birds.. He its pack of hounds, and at ·firs
said .'You know I like to h~nt, and it was supposed that the killer
when there Js a ba(j storm and I were among these packs. But i
· sit down comfortably at home ·to each case the dogs in the kennel
smoke, the pipe tastes lots better were visited by constables and th
when I feel that the chickens know animals were found properly con
just where to find enough to eat fined, with no stains of blood upo
when the storm is over.'
them.

so

* *

*

*

* * *

*

* *ARY .IN THE
''THE ·o RAN
woods inito which he dumped the
wheat wouldn't ·have held potatoes,
,as there was a big crack all around
the edge of the floor. It made a
perfect self-feeder for the chickens.
At that time rwas a game ward~n,
and I knew how well Sam liked to
, hunt. The open season for chickens
~ began right in the middle of barvest, and I sometimes . suspected
that at the beginning ·o f harvest,
before work became pressing, he

* *

* FOR SEV
RAIDS CONTI~UED
eral weeks, and then were discon
tlnued. Along in the fall the des
truction was resumed, and whe
the report was sent out the mys
tery remained unsolved. Flock
have been twatched carefully a
night, and no one ·has seen any
thing of the klller pack. In Eng
land dogs are quite c~refully check
ed up, and even in the moorlan
districts there are not known t
be any :wild dogs at large.

